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GCMs/ESMs (CMIP3/5) (Tb/day)
Satellite retrievals (Tb/day)
Next-gen reanalysis products (Tb/day)
In-situ data (weather stations)
Paleo-data
Regional models
  

The climate data challenge
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What are the models good for?

 Conceptual frameworks
Radiative forcing concept

 Quantification of theories of climate change
Orbital variations, lake drainage events, GHGs, 

volcanoes, solar etc.
 Hypothesis generation

Thermohaline shutdowns, ENSO teleconnections
 Hindcasting and attribution

20th Century climate, Little Ice Age, Glacial period
 Prediction

Mt. Pinatubo eruption, 21st Century trends



  



  



Past projections: Hansen et al 1988
3 Scenarios: A - exponential growth, 
                     B - business as usual 'most plausible'
                     C - no further GHG growth after 2000 

SAT Trends 1984-2010: 
                                    OBS: 0.18±0.05/0.19±0.05 (different indices)
                               Scen. B: 0.27±0.05  



20thC surface temperature



20th Century climate hindcasts

Matches to observed 
data imply 
consequences that 
can be looked for in 
the real world...



What can tell about the future? 

Anything? Global or regional changes? 
Short or long term events? Impacts?

And how do we know that we can (or can't)? 



How are the IPCC 2007 projections 
doing?



  



Sources of uncertainty
Summer Sea ice extent:

Scenario U ncer tainty

Struc tural Unce rtain ty

Initial  Con dition  Unc ertain ty

Relative importance is a function of time!

2011



Quantifying structural uncertainty

Dots denote agreement 
among models:
80% agree on sign of change



Key questions

   
How can we ...

… evaluate models and predictions?

… better understand key processes?

… build better models?

… make better predictions?



CMIP5 Experimental Design

Paleo

Carbon Cycle

x

20+ modelling 
centers

30 different 
experiments

5+ ensemble 
members

6000+ years of 
model 
simulations

1000+ 
variables and 
diagnostics



What is the “best” model? 

Reichler and Kim (2008)

“Better” “Worse”



Multi-model weighting

CMIP3/5 models not 'random'
Multi-model mean better than individual models

 True for predictions?
What is the relationship btw all possible models and 

actual sample?
Does fit to climatology correlate to sensitivity?

Seasonality? 20th C change?
Can weighting improve predictability? How can we tell?
Can we build more representative samples?

Via perturbed-physics ensembles?



Relationship between different 
measures of model skill 

Ben Santer



Need correlations of skill scores with 
future projections...

i.e. does a good simulation/fit to a prior event give any 
information about future events?

skill skill

This needs to be demonstrated, not just assumed!



Climate model directions

GCMs                        --->  Earth System Models

Single runs                --->  Ensembles

(IC, PPE, MME)

Field based diags      --->  Process based diags

Low frequency diags --->  High frequency diags

(monthly/annual)                 (daily, 3hrly)



A Computer Science Challenge

Imagine....

Reanalysis: find mid-latitude storms

Satellites: Create composite 

Models: Create composite

Models: Create pseudo-satellite views

Compare processes...

Estimated completion time using current 
technology? 

Years. Why?

Bauer and Del Genio, 2006



Cloud parameterisations

Key uncertainty in GCMs

Cloud-resolving models 
(CRMs) - much smaller 
time/space domains

Can we use CRM output to 
learn how large scale influences 
cloud amount/coverage?

Evaluate predictions against 
in-situ special case studies 

Embed within GCMs in lieu of 
phenomenological models?



Other examples

Paleo-climate reconstructions:
Match multivariate  'proxy' records to 

instrumental data
Extend instrumental data back in time...

Data-mining:
Finding (non-obvious) connections between 

observed features
Not just correlations! 
e.g. connection btw skill and predictions



Commonalities

All of these are multi-variate 'learning' problems

Identify interesting events/ correlations/ 
observables

Identify key background variables

Find rules associating the two

Make predictions (within models, or real world)

Evaluate. Repeat.



The opportunities

Climate science is a growth industry!

High salience to public, policymakers

Huge quantities of data coming on line for which old 
techniques and paradigms are not prepared

Potentially big payoffs from scalable new methods

Many research uncertainties at all scales 

Funding for computer-aided discovery/infrastructure is 
available and growing...



Prediction is difficult – 
particularly of the future

Niels Bohr 


